Yamaha fz 07 headlight
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images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. So far so good, just installed this
week and seems to have great light output. Installation was straightforward and much easier
than HID because you don't need to hide a ballast or anything. My only gripe is there aren't any
instructions other than a small label on the box identifying what color wires do what and that LH
and RH signal wires are the same color. I haven't gotten to test it properly at night yet but will
test it soon. Also seems to have a glass outer lens which could be good or bad in the long run.
Also a little expensive but well worth it if it lasts. Camera doesn't do it justice. Images in this
review. This is my second aftermarket headlight; the first was junk and went out after about a
year. After re-locating ballasts, HID drivers, and playing with fuses and wiring harnesses, this
was such a breath of fresh air. Literally two plugs that plug into the stock wiring harness on the
bike. It took me 5 minutes to install. The little LEDs inside are actually clear. The photo makes it
look yellow but they're not yellow. Maybe if you shine a bright light directly into them, but you
can see from my photos they are clear and black. You can remove the wiring for your old ones.
They're also the bright white LEDs instead of amber, which look great. The high beam turns on
a bright spotlight at night which is very useful. One thing I noticed is the lights can kind of
flicker sometimes while the bike is idling. It seemed to get better as the bike warmed up, but it's
something you should know nevertheless. The paint finish isn't the best, but it looks good from
a distance. The build quality seems solid. Overall, I can't complain. It looks great, is super
bright, and the installation doesn't get any easier. I can live with it being a little pricey. The last
headlight installation I did was a HID headlight that took about 5 hours to install; removed all the
plastics and tank, ran a bunch of wire since the ballasts didn't fit under the headlight so I
relocated it to the seat Your browser does not support HTML5 video. I was skeptical of this item
at first but I am very pleased with it after a couple months. The plastic trim under the stock
headlight for models does not have anywhere to attach on this aftermarket headlight. After one
month of riding my MT I knew I need to upgrade the headlight and I know everyone can see me
on the road now. By Tyler Banks on December 15, I bought one for my FZ and I love it.
Installation was straightforward, had minor issues with the rubber grommets from OE assembly.
The low beam is very bright compared to the stock halogen, nice even beam. The highbeam is
basically a spotlight, which is fine. I did have a small issue two weeks after installation where
the lowbeam started to flicker. It had rained 15 minutes before I headed out so I'm pretty sure
this had something to do with it. I checked the connections and applied some bulb grease and
covered the rest with electrical tape. It has not happened again, even when riding in the rain.
EDIT: Technically the housing is not adjustable. I previously asked the seller if it was and they
said YES. I have yet to do this but it would be better if the beam was raised by half to a full inch.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. It was advertised as having yellow wires for
indicators but when I received it, the headlight had none. Reviewed in Australia on November
19, Report abuse. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
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Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Now that it's been
some time I'd like to ask once more. They have released some actual use and product usage
videos to show the headlight. I have found them much much cheaper than the Amazon price.
Just curious, I'm seriously debating on buying one? Really thinking about doing either this or
one of the angel eye retrofits for the FZ09 pre into the FZ. If you do get this hesdlight let me
know. I'll do the same. Knowing myself I'll have this thing in two weeks. It is rather expensive
but very nice, would you mind putting up the link to the less expensive one? Here's a video on
the light in case anyone is interested in seeing it's performance. I wish I knew how many lumens
it put out but it looks plenty bright enough in the vid. I've combined a few other wholesalers of
the light and they said it's a lumen low beam light, the high beam is upwards of Which is plenty
better than the Amazon post directly from atoplite. I'm about to order an eBay one here in a day
or so, I'm hooked on these. Month or so ago I ordered this light from ebay for MT It was ok but I
returned it because the connector for running light one wire did not match the bike connector. I
could have kept it and rewired but for the price sent it back. Looking at latest pictures looks like
they may have changed connector to match bike. The DRL middle light on OE, corner lights on
this unit is a plug and play just like the headlight connector is. I believe they do make one
specifically for models which do have a different DRL connector, I believe they're a two wire
connector, not 1. The only thing that would be to be wired in are the turn signals, if you want
them. You can just piggyback off the current turn signal wires. I appreciate the response
though, this is good info. Was the light fairly bright? Good even beam or did it scatter the light?
I'd love to know how long these might last. It is extremely bright with a very even beam. The
highbeam unfortunately is basically a spotlight, not an even beam, which I guess isn't a bad
thing. The DRLs look nice and also very bright. I took it out last night and there is a small
amount of reflection towards the top but not enough to blind anybody. The box comes with
extra wire for the turn signals, longer OE bolts for the turn signal mount, and the headlight. The
only gripe so far is there's no way to adjust the light. It does feel slightly to low, possibly quarter
to half an inch higher would be better. It is leveled at the assembly location and should show up
ready to go. I like the headlight but the more I think about it the more I think it could be a PITA if
something goes wrong with it because it's a little complicated, as far as headlights go. I get
what you're saying and I agree. Other reviews from this company have been nothing but good
things about their LEDs and housings. Does anyone with this headlight have gripes with the
high beams? I'd rather purchase this headlight as it's drop-in and I wouldn't need to find a
location for a ballast. The only bad thing I've heard about it is the beam isn't adjustable. You
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